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English Title  The Miscreants

Original Version  Arabic

Subtitles  French, English, German

End of Production  January 2012

Countries of Production  Morocco, Switzerland

Country of filming  Morocco

Type  Narrative Feature

Running Time  88’

Format  16/9

Format Sound Mix   Dolby SR



Synopsis
 The Miscreants



On the order of their spiritual leader, three young 

Islamists kidnap a group of actors who are about 

to go on tour with their latest show. When the kid-

nappers arrive at the place of detention, they find 

themselves cut off from their base. Ensues a 7-day 

no exit situation, in which both sides are forced to 

live together, confront each other and challenge 

their mutual prejudices.



Director’s Statement 
 The Miscreants



On the one side ... men who can’t stand their daily 

conditions and the absence of a better future’s 

perspective, lost within Morocco, a country in total 

upheaval trying to embrace modernity; that mo-

dernity they refuse and oppose vehemently, shut-

ting themselves off in religious obscurantism.

On the other side ... men and women, from re-

spective backgrounds, bearing the same lot, fight-

ing the same corruption, but to whom modernity is 

neither a gadget, nor a political tagline. 

Taking advantage of the glimpse of freedom trick-

ling from the country’s changes, their cultural activ-

ism is not more efficient than the former’s religious 

extremism, but by acting openly, it is (neverthe-

less) beneficial.

These two sides don’t usually get to truly meet, 

their respective prejudice against their opponents 

preventing each to see the human being under the 

long beard or the mini-skirt. The Miscreants pro-

poses such a meeting; with seven days of forced 

proximity, certainty invariably leads to doubts, be-

cause they are each unique human beings, and 

mostly because their common denominator out-

weighs their differences.

The Miscreants offers an inventory on the eve of a 

certain Arabic Spring, which to me is only a logical 

follow-up, in countries where people, like every-

where else, only aspire to one single thing, live in 

peace with dignity.



Director
The Miscreants



Biography

Born in Meknes, Morocco in 1971, Mohcine Besri 

studied Physics and Chemistry at the Faculty of 

Rabat, while making his first steps in the arts by 

playing small parts in various movies. He later left 

to Switzerland where he completed his bachelor 

degree in Computer Science and worked in fi-

nance, before becoming a mathematics teacher. 

In parallel, he pursued his passion for cinema and 

became a script writer and director. Further to sev-

eral experiences as Assistant Director, he direct-

ed two short films, was a co-writer of “Operation 

Casablanca” with Swiss director Laurent Nègre, 

before writing his first feature film “Les Mécréants”.

Filmography

Director and script writer of « Les Mécréants », 

feature film, produced by Fusion Films (Switzer-

land), AKKA FILMS (Switzerland), & TAMAWAYT 

PRODUCTIONS (Morocco), 2011.

Co-writer of “Operation Casablanca” directed by 

Laurent Nègre, feature film, 201.

Script writer  of the series “Heidi”, season II, pro-

duced by the Swiss Television (tsr), 2008.

Director of “Heaven”, a short film winner of Le Re-

flet d’Or best Feature at the Cinema Tous Ecrans 

Film Festival, 2007.

Director of “Kafka, dead or alive”, short film, 2006.



Making-off
The Miscreants



Rto make this film is for me a way to acknowledge, 

against my best judgment, a notion I often criti-

cized: fate, “ek Mektoub” as we say in my country.

It started during a film shoot in Morocco, where I 

met some of of my future cast. 

The connexion was immediate as the desire to 

work together; we wanted to make a film which 

would deal with the topics that had filled our many 

evening discussions, with a angle that allowed no 

concession. 

Without a producer or financing, going around the 

usual production route seemed the best solution.

Back in Switzerland, I had a talk with my partner 

and long time friend, Michaël Rouzeau ; his sup-

port and commitment to the project by my side 

were the catalyst I needed. 

From that point on, things started to roll, I went 

away to write, meetings piled up, we didn’t count 

the back and forth between Switzerland and Mo-

rocco. 

We needed to complete the cast, find the crew, 

and at each stage, the challenge was double: find 

the right person and convince him/her to join us 

on our particular venture.



We were still months away from the shoot, but the 

whole team knew each other, and every one was 

doing his/her best to build this puzzle. All were 

to return to their proper position once the shoot 

started, and still, having a minimal crew, actors 

were also assistants when the shooting schedule 

allowed.

Away from the city, shut inside a farm, we were 

somehow living the experience of the characters, 

stuck together, with one exception: I was the kid-

napper. This is the reason why I wish to salute the 

cast and crew for their trust and generosity.

Once home with my dailies, I looked for a post-

production partner. I was honored and please 

to find such a partner in Nicolas Wadimoff (Akka 

Films). Michel Merkt generously came on board as 

well. Thus, what started as a dream fueled by post 

shooting discussions became reality.

Mohcine Besri





Credits
The Miscreants



Screenplay  Mohcine Besri

Cinematography  Pascal Montjovent

Editing  Naïma Bachiri

Color Correction   Damien Molineaux – C-Side

Rerecording Sound Mix  Gabriel Hafner – Nos Son Mix 

Location Sound Mix  Taoufiq Mekraz

Music  Philippe Heritier

Graphic Design  Alessandro Anzani



Cast
The Miscreants



«La loi du silence» by Othmane Naciri
«The Search Of Knowledge» by Theresa Grifitth 
«Camera Café» by Ghislane El Meziati
«Up and Away» by Samuel Dow Sandes
«Beau Rêve»  by Abdelghafar Essalfi
«V» by Alaa Akaboun

«Och Lebnat» by Hicham Ejbari
«Fatma» by Rachid Homman

«Sayidat Elfajr» by Abdesslam Kelai
«Miyah Sawdaa» by abdesslam kelai

«Wejaa Etrab» by Chafik Shimi

Maria LALOUAzJamila EL HAOUNI



«Affaires Étrangères»  by Vecenzo Marano
«Oubliés de L’histoire» by Hassan Benjel-Ejelloun
«Tu te Souviens de Adil» by Mohamed zinedaine  
«Paris» by Cedric Klapich 
«Un si joli village»  by Houssine Sadre 
«L’ennemi intime»  by Florent Emilio Siri 
«Le destin de Pierre»  by Houssine Sadre 

«Passion et Colère» by Mohamed zinedaine 
«Malak» by Abdesslam laglai 

«La source des femmes» by Radu Mihaileanu
«L’Amante du Rif» by Narjiss Nejjar 

«Les Ailes De L’amour» by Abdellahai Laraki
«L’Enfant cheikh» by Hamid Benani

«Mirages» by Talal Selhami
«Djinns» by Hugues Martin

«Tu te souviens de Adil» by Mohamed zinedaine
«Casa Negra» by Noureddine Lakhmari

Amine ENNAJI Omar LOTFI 



«Mirages» by Talal Selhami
«The Red Line» by Brahim Chkiri
«Aller-Retour en Enfer» by Yassine Fenane
«El-Guerrab» by Ali El Mejboud
«La Vague Blanche» by Ali El Mejboud
«Vengeance» by Brahim Chkiri
«Papillon» by Ali el Mejboud
«Non Assistance à Personne en Danger» by 
Pierre-Loup Rajot

«Ach l’bnat» by Hicham El Jebbari 
«Une heure en enfer» by Ali Majboud

 «Kanyamakan» by Said Nasiri 
«Châtiment» by Hicham Ain Alhayat
«Borje Al Adraa» by Noufal Baraoui

«Al Gharribi» by Laila Triki 
«Les 4 pierres» by Ibrahim Chekiri

«La brigade» by Adil el Fadili
«Drôle de copains» by Noureddine Dougna 

«Algarrab» by Alli Majboud 

Aïssam BOUALIAbdenbi EL BENIOUI



«Mirages» by Talal Selhami
«Casa» by Hicham Lasri
«Boyout Mekka» by Htim Ali
«L’Os de Fer» by Hicham Lasri
«Caméra Café» by Ghizlane Meziati

«Châtiments»  by Hicham Al-Hayat
«Iznogoud» by Patrick Braoudé 
«Les Rois Tawaif» by Hatim Ali 

Mostapha EL HOUARI Rabii BENJHAIL





Production
The Miscreants



Tamawayt Productions
Imb 17, Avenue Al Abtal, Apt 12
Agdal, 10106 Rabat - Maroc
Producteur Mohcine Besri
Directeur de production L’hadi Belaizi

AKKA Films
4, rue des Marbriers
CH-1204 Genève - Suisse
Producteur Nicolas Wadimoff
Directrice de production Joëlle Rubli

Fusion Films
14, Rue de Saint-Jean
1203 Genève - Suisse
Producteur Michaël Rouzeau, Mohcine Besri

Associate Producer Michel Merkt
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World rights
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